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Introduction

Librarians will readily admit that their success is determined by how

well they fulfill the needs of the communities they serve. Yet to do this they

must not only know the specific needs of the individual but must adjust their

services to meet these needs. It is not enough to impose existing or future

information systems on the individual they must be changed in the face of specific

information-seeking behavior. This current research is a dc:scriptive analysis of

the information-gathering habits of academic historians which it is hoped will

lead to an understanding of the role of information in the research process and

ultimately be of use in the design of new information systems or the reorganization

of existing systems.

Since 1954 information use studies have accumulated in the natural and

physical sciences and to some extent in certain specialities of the social

sciences. 1-6 History, whether considered as one of the social sciences or

humanities, has been largely ignored. This is not to say that reoccurring calls

have not come for such research. As early as 1950 one commentator thought it

would be useful to study "...the requirements of users of several types at the

several stages in which they are when they come seeking information. A recent

AHA. report saw the problem as "...the lack of specific knowledge of what researchers

want from their services."8 Finally Eric Boehm, of the American Bibliographical

Center, when talking of future services to historians felt that, "The planners

should be conversant with recent research on historians' expectations and habits."



Literature Review Historians' InformationGathering Habits

Previous research aimed at assessing the information needs and uses of

historians are not comparable and defy any attempt to synthesize them into a

coherent picture of information gathering behavior. Several studies have

considered the historians'. use of sources through citation analysis. The two

earliest studies were done at the University of Chicago where McAnally's (1952)

national survey analyzed the characteristics of sources cited by historians in

monographs, and Alston (1952) did the same for publications of the history

faculty at Chicago. In both studies, which were restricted to American history,

monographs were referred to more than other sources (McAnally 43.7 percent;

Alston 25.9 percent).
10-11 Manuscripts, which accounted for 25.6 percent of the

references in the Alston work, were responsible for only 10.3 percent of all

citations in the McAnally's survey. Newspapers were highry, cited in both studies

with journals accounting for 9.2 perddht of citations in McAnally and 13.4 percent

in Alston's work. In a related study Rolland Stevens (1953) found that the

historical method as used in Ph.D. research had an effect on the form and age of

the materials used.
12

There have been three subsequent.citation studies each specializing in

different areas of history. Littelepage (1959) analyzed citations of ten historians

of thought in United States history. He found that 81 percent of their citations

were to monographs and 17 percent to serial titles.
13

Obviously published

materials are of great importance in the field of United States intellectuaf

history. A reference analysis of journals was used in a recent survey (1972) to

determine materials used by British historians.
14 Monographs were the most cited

at 34.1 percent with journals accounting for 21.5 percent and manuscripts for

10.9 percent or all citations.
15

The Bolles study (1975) which usec! the Americau Quarterly as its base

combined history and political science into one subset for analysis. Although
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monographs dominated as a source (50.6 percent), journals were highly cited at

26.3 percent, while manuscripts were cited at only 1.5 1,ercent.16 It should be

pointed out that in these citation analysis the historian does not always cite

what he reads, or read what he cites. More importantly, it does not show how

these historians - authors obtained their information.

In 1967 a joint venture of the A.H.A., L.C., Americaa Bibliographical

Center and the National Archives was undertaken "... to determine the research

habits of historians. H17 However broad in it conception, what the survey actually

determined was tha use of specific bibliographical tools and the historians

.appraisal of these tols. Also the usefulness f the data acquired in the survey

is severely limited since the response rate was a meager 16.7 percent. 18
The

findings are important in so far as the results constitute the only attempt on

the national level to ascertain bibliographic habits of historians.

Historians listed as the bibliographical tools they used most frequently

in their research fields: (1) General Guides (i.e.) L.C. Catalogues, Hamer's

Guide; (2) Specialized bibliographies (i.e.) Harvard Guide, A.H.A. Guide to

Historical Literature; (3) Periodicals. 1.9 When asked how they kept up with new

publications, the respondents relay,.d pr.imLiAly on those few journals that appear

'regularly on their desk and on the Sunday New York Times Book Review. 20
In

related fields 60 percent of the respondents systematically used book reviews,

while 20 percent listened to papers at meetings or read journals in these fields,

and less than 10 percent frequently examined selective bibliographies in other

fields.
21

Respondents in the only readers polt dune by a historical journal also

indicated the most important section was the book review followed by recent

article listings and book notices.22 Finally colleagues working in other fields

were "used occasionally" by respondents in keeping abreast of recent developments.23

Another attempt to find out what use the members of an university history

faculty made of bibliographic tools was undertaken by Barbara Hale (1970).
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Although only a small sample (six questionnaires) were returned they reported

subject bibliographies as most important with bibliographical reviews and regular

scanning of lesser value.
24

Abstracting journa :. were determined least useful

by this group of British historians.

'Mile the British survey of the Information Requirements of Researchers

in the Social Sciences (1971) did not include historians, it did analyze their

responses when they did occur.
25

In polling their resPondents about keeping

.

informed about current literature by primary research inLerest 39 percent of the

historians used abstract/periodicals, with 20 percent relying on personal contacts

and 20 percent on book shops/book reviews.
26

Historians keep informed about

current reserach in a secondary area in a similar manner (40 percent abs./per.;

15 percent personal contacts and book shops/book reviews; 5 percent books; 2 percent

bibliographies and conferences; 22 percent other).
27

Clearly there are a great

many difficulties in interpreting such classifications as abstract/periodicals

or book shops/book reviews.

Walter Rundell's study (1970) of research aad training in Americn graduate

hir.tory programs have important implications for historians' information seeking

style. In interviewing faculty and students from 114 Ph.D. granting institutions,

Mr. Rundell pinpoints many factors which may influence academic historians

infornatioa gathering behavior. He points out that many historians have an

28
inclination to proceed from sources to topics.

the greatest obstacle to researchers in history.
29

Access to materials ;s named

He also found that professors

were not widely "acquainted with such basic tools as bibliographies, finding aids,

and government documents" and failed to pass needed information about them to

their students.
30

Photocopying is hailed as revolutionizing the historians research

methods and consequently changing their information seeking style in the process.
31

In 1927 the A.H.A. undertc k an investigation into the productivity of

Ph.D.'s in history. While the findLngs have little application today, they are of
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interest since they serve as a base for comparison with a latter survey and it

was the first attempt at a national survey of historians. With a 52 percent

response rate the opinion was "... almost unanimous that the main duty of a Ph.D.

is to teach," as opposed to doing research.
32

This finding was validated when

the survey found that less than 25 percent 'of the doctorates in history were

consistent producers.
33

The American Council on Education as part of their rating the quality

of gradueLe education (1966) polled historians and established a "profile if

respondents." Historians averaged 2.7 books and 13 articles since receiving

their highest degree. They spent 22 percent of their time on research and writing,

while 52 percent was usee, for teaching and 19 percent for administration. In the

previous four years they reported on average attending 3.9 regional .and 4.7

34
national meetings per respondent. From this data it is evident that historians

were far more productive than was reported in the A.U.A. survey thirty years

before. It is also interesting to note the number of journal articles being

published which reflects what one recent commentator has observed "... articles

in learned historical journals have gained as much influence as full-scale books,

u35
and often more.

One noticable area not covered ia this literature review concerns the

manuals or books on historical method. Aside from their great numbers these cook

books on how history should or should not be done are usually oae man's personal

thoughts on tho problem. They can in no way be construed as empirical evidence

on how historian's go about collecting information. where 1.>, however, one exemplary

work, which while not of the cook-book variety, can be closLiified as a treatise

on historical method. This anthology of-sixteen individual essays attempts to

... reveal just how historians went about choosing their subjects, doing their

-research, shaping their interpretations, and writing up the results. The"
36

results are sixteen separate autobiographies of historical works depicting how.
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historians go about the everyday work of research. Two of the more interesting

points that come across in the essays are the importance of peer recognition to

historians and the use of colleagues as a source of ideas and directions for

research work.
37
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Evaluation of the Pilot-Study

I. Response Pate

.The purpose of the pilot study was to deteriv the validity and

reliability of the questionnaire design. This 1e ,tccomplished by checking

what kinds of problems the respondents encountered with the wording and arrangement

of the questions and by the actual response rate.

Initially it was planned to send Che questionnaire to the entire history

faculty at Cornell University. While the mailing went off as planned, a serious

problem soon came to my attention. The postage which was handled by the UMO mail

room was inadequate and a terse note from the history Department at Cornell was

forwarded. Immediately a check along with my apology, was dispatched to Cornell

to make up the difference. There is no way of telling how this would bias the survey

in terms of response rate. The returns from Cornell after one follow up letter*

were a rather disappointing 38.5 percent. It was at this point a desision was

made to attempt a second mailing to determine if the postage problem had an

influence on the response rate.

The Unii,ersity of Rochester was chosen for the second test since it was

-

determined to be comparable both geographically and in site and quality with

the Cornell department. A second mailing was prepared with the postage being

double checked to assure not biasing the survey in the same manner. lhe results

were somewhat better with a 63.1 percent return rate after one follow-up. I

think it can be assumed that the postage problem did have some influence on the

response rate.

Recommendations: Having done further reading in basic mail methodology,

I am convinced that the response rate can be vastly improved by manipulating the

questionnnaire format and mailing.
1-3

Perhaps through the use of some sort of

photo-reduction and multilithing into a booklet form, with a formally.authorized

cover attached to lend to its importance. An intensive follow up campaign should

1 1
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be utilized.. The original mailing and follow-up letter would be followed by a

replacement questionnaire after 3 or 4 weeks and a final letter with replacement

after 2 months. This of course depends heavily on the funds available for this

type of follow-up procedure.

II. Questionnaire

It was assumed in the pre-test that there should be a limit to the length .

of the questionnaire to assure a satisfactory postal response. The evidence of the

,response rate gives little support to this view. 1:evertheless commonsense does

suggest that length is a most important variable particularly if one wish to

ensure the highest possible initial return rate.4

While the length of the questionnaire presented no problems there was

some confusa over specific questions and these will have to be amended before

the instrument can be used. The first two questions which were to identify the

specific stage of the research in progress caused considerable confusion.-

Apparently the respondents (54.5 percent) felt that the "exact naiure of the

research" (Ql) and "what you are actually working on at the present time" (Q2)

were exactly the same. As a result they answered one of the two and then simply

referred hack to it when answering the other. In any event since the information

was acquired, even if they answered one of the questions, both items will be

included in the final questionnaire.

Having isolated the stage of research, question 3 was intended to have

respondents "rank", from one list, the most important source of information at that

stage in their research. Since "literature" and "personal" methods of information

seeking were grouped together ia the list this researcher inadvertently labeled

each as such within the same list. As a result in 45.5 percent of the returns

the respondents ranked each category separately within the same list. This

confusion Made it impossible to rank the methods since you had two separate

rankings within the same list. Obviously the headings of "literature" and

12
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"Personal" methods will have to be dropped in preference for one unified list.

This will ensure that no matter what source of information is being employed the

most importauL will be ranked from one.

The questionnaire gave the respondent the additional option of recording

his own alternatives to each question under the item marked "other". This

provided an opportunity in the pilot study of checking to see if there were any

categories that might have been left out relating to a specific question.

Question 8, which was an attempt to ascertain the general methods used by historians

in gaining information in their own area of expertise, proved to be the only

item to which an additional alternative will be added. "Visiting and checking

libraries or archives collections directly" was written in and ranked first by

18.1 percent of the respondents. As a result this category will be added to

question 8.

Question 12, an openended question, was intended to provide a means for

each respondent to express his personal views on historians' information gathering

habits. In the pilot study it also served a second function, a place to record

critical comments concerning this survey attempt. There appeared two critical

comments concerning the questionnaire. One respondent felt that the questionnaire

was too mechanistic for historians, that the way historians "do research" cannot

be categorized so easily. This is a general criticism leveled at most.l.ailed

questionnaires, yet this shortcoming is outweighed by the fact that categorical

answers can be more readily classified and statistically treated. The second

critical comment was somewhat paradoxical in nature since on the one hand it

praised the attempt dnd on the other. it was highly critical of the validity of

any findings of any such survey. In any event neither of these respondents made

any recommendations on hoa to improve the questionnaire.

Findly it can be assumed that there may be significance in replies left

blank on specific questionnaire items. This did not prove to be a problem in the

present pilot study indicating that respondents did not react negatively to

13
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specific questions. More than anything else the utility of questions in meeting

the analytical needs of the objectives determined which items needed revision,

which were mis'sing altogether, and which could be dispensed with.
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Note

Ideally the relationship between information-gathering behavior and the

.variables of methodology, field of.expertise and tYpe of research should have

been explored in the pilot study. Regrettably no provision was made for pre-coding

for possible use in statistical interpretations. The tables and relationships

used in this pilot study report were done manually. In the final survey the

questionnaire will be pre-coded and the results converted mlchine 1:_adable

form.
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Pilot Study

The purpose of analyzing the results of this pilot study are threefold;

(1) evaluating the findings to determine if certain data has been overlooked,

(2) to find.out if the data as collected will answer the objectives of this

reSearch project and (3) it permits a check of planned statistical and analytical

procedures. The main objective of this descriptive research project was to

identify the specific stage of research in progress and isolate different

sources or furms of information behavior at each point in the research process

of academic historians. This would be accomplished through use of the critical

incident technique applied in a selfadministered mailed questionnaire. Additional

questions attempted to determine if different methods or specific areas of

research would effect the sources used at each stage. Also included were three

general questions which attempted to find where historians received the stimulus

for their research ideas, what methods they employed in keeping abreast of

findings in their own research area and where they went for information in related

or new research areas.

The present study is concerned with the informationseeking behavior of

academic historians as they occur in the different phases of their research project.

The "phase effect" as defined by Rubenstein means a research project can be roughly

divided into a series of stages or phases, each of which may have different

information requirements." Although Rubenstein's researchwas confined to R & D

personnel, this method of measurement has since been used by Werner in medicine2

and Garvey et al. in psychology.3 Marilyn White's study of academic economists

making use of this methodology also provides a fine review of the literature on

"phase effect".4

To determine a particular research phase the critical incident techniqu.:

was chosen. The critical incident technique has been defined as "essentially a

procedure fur gathering certain important facts concerning behavior in defined

17
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situations"5 In this survey the "situation" is the re;;earch project that the

academic historian is "actually working on at the present time" (Questions 1 & 2).

Thus we will attempt to determine the particular phase, using the critical

incident technique, of the individual historian and the relationship of this

phase to the channels used.

A major problem in using the critical incident technique relates to

setting up the categories into which the incident data must be classed. In any

attempt to define research stages one must contend with little research on the

subject for social scientists in general and none on historians in particular.

Indeed most historians would probably order their work to include the stages

chosen yet some may give more attention to certain stages and little to others.6

Often there is an overlapping between stages with work going on in several stages

simultaneously.

For this study the classification of the research stages, which evolved

in part from an attempt to classify the pilot study results and in part from

reviewing the literature,
7

are as follows:

Stage 1 - Problem selection: generation of. ideas; preliminary work

(i.e.) reading, discussion, exploration of funding; determining unanswered

questions and hypothesizing.

Stage 2 Detailed planning of data collection: literature sarching;

.refinement of hypothesis; detailed work on methodology.

Stage 3 - Data collection.

Stage 4 Analyzing and interpretating of data.

Stage 5 Present findings; writing, rewriting and evaluation.

In present study sources or forms of information behavior have been

defined as the types of information channels generally used by academic historians

during their research projects. Ten channels, which include both personal and

literature, were decided on based on the pre-test and pilot studies. It must be

understood that in any ccmparison between channels that they themselves are not

equivalent nor arc they always equal. By this is meant that while a manuscript

18
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is primary information to the historian's work, a cited footnote may lead'the

historian to a book which will provide the primary material.
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Analysis and Results

Respondent .Charac'eristics

The survey method of research wa8 used in this study with data gathered

through a selfadministered questionnaire. The questionnaire was sent to 52

academic historians representing the faculties of two private universities granting

doctoral degrees in history. Of the 52 sent only 45 were accepted, the others

not being on campus at the time of the mailing. Responses were received from a

total of 22 historians resulting in a response rate of 48.8 percent. All those

who responded were currently engaged in research so that all respondents could

be included in the final tabulations.

A majority of the respondents, 59.1 percent were full professors, with

3.12 percent being associates and 22.7 percent assistant professors. As might

be expected as member of doctoral degree programs, over 95 percent held the

doctorate degree. Hall received their degryes since 1964 while-81.8 percent

were granted their doctorates since 1959.

Apart from universal history, which does not form a large part of the

total production of historical scholarship, hitory may be subdivided readily

.along geographical and chronological lines. In each of these geographical units

the pattern of historical research may be expected to repeat itself. History

is written according to generally accepted procedures and theories of history.

These will vary from period to period. These differences in procedures along

geographical and chronological lines, may be a diost-important variable in determining

historians' information seeking habits. The current research arbitrarily listd

twelve research areas with four areas making up 54.4 percent of the total.

The importance of the variable of research area is manifest when one

considers the conditions of research in history. In many cases the research

accomplished must be done lsewhere than in the college library or immediate

vicinity. Such research requires trave'ing perhqps hundreds oC miles Cor state
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history and thousands of miles for nalional Eistory or for trips abroad for

, foreign history. Of the respondents polled, 72.4 percent were involved in

research in a foreign country with only 27.2 percent doing research in American

history. It must be kept in mind that of those doing research in American history

some would have to travel abroad for materials relating to colonial, diplomatic

or comparative history, and certainly all had some traveling to do within the

United States.
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Stage Research and Channel Usage

We started wit_h the assumption that the stage of research would determine

which channels of information were used. Since we had no clear indication how

the channels would be utilized we collected information on all channel use by

research stage and then reduce the findings to meaningful statistics.

We began with the five stages of research discussed earliez: problem

selection, detailed planning, data collection, analysis and interpretation and

writing rewriting. The frequency distribution of the research stages of

respondents turned out surprisingly uniform despite the small number of cases.

Stage 3 accounted for 31.8 percent of the respondents with stage 5, 27.3 percent

and the other three stages accounting for 13.6 percent each.

According to the critical incident data, in all stages, the respondents

depended more heavily on literature channels to obtain information (Table 3 & 4).

The six literature channels were cited by a considerably higher percentage of

respondents than the four personal channels (75.5 percent for literature channels

and 21.2 percent for personal channels). .

A broader picture of channel use emerges when respondents were asked to rank

the channels which dominated their information-gathering behavior at that

particular moment in their research. From the data of cited channels (Table 3)

it is apparent historians have a tendency to use a combination of.all types of

resources for information. In ranking their most important channels, all

respondents named texts and monographs while going straight to the original

sources accounted for 66.6 percent of the responses. It is probably a rule of

thumb in all research to begin by searching for gaps in the existing literature.

Also standard works provide background material and references to more detailed

research on a topic.

Eistorians who have already emerged in a special area may chose to go
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straight to original sources already known by them to determine which questions

are to be asked. This implies a knowledge of either the kind of information

desired or the purpose it would serve in the research. The respondents under

these circumstance could thus alter, if necessary, their normal routines of

information-gathering. This expertise may apply to the current research since

70 percent of the respondents have had their degrees for 10 years or longer and

a like number hold a rank of associate professor or higher (Table 11 & 12).

In the second stage, as historians became more involved in their projects,

they were able to spe.zify their information needs more precisely. In this phasF

the respondents generally needed information to serve two functions, providing for

the location of sources and developing methodologies. As a result the channels

usli most often were primary sources, monographs and correspondence. !',gain

historians who are alre,xly familiar with the research area will know whe're the

documents are located and which may be useful. This group can go directly to

the original documents (66.6 percent).

. In stage two monographs can be used either as a source to original

documents or to help respondents develope methodologies if a special one is to

be used (66.6 percenil). Monographs in this context can be thought of as guides

to pertinent materials and where one can find data on the same or related subjects.

Correspondence (66.6 percent) is also useful in trackino, down the location of

sources in more distant geographically areas. The incident data also revealed

that guides to original sources and personal contacts were also utilized in the

p:'.anlling stage (Table 4).

The data collection stage for historians means simply going directly to

the primary sources (100 percent). Although all channels were cited (Table 3)

extensively during this phase, historians ranked monographs and journals as their

next most important source after primary materials (Table 4). Journals were

probably used to keep abreast of any new developments taking place in particular

2 4
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areas of research. At the saie time monographs provided the background or

scenario against which the respondents piece o historical research is to be

writter.

Respondents sought information that provided aualytical assistance in

the fourth stage of their projects. They continued to look for information but

not to the extent that they had in the previous stage. While still surveying

monographs and primary materials they sought information in journals and through

personal channels (Table 4). Personal contact'i were probably usexl eitbro as a

sounding board for contemplated interpretations of evidence or for analytical

assistance. Thel extensive use of journals in this stage may be a result of felt

need to keep abreast of new interpretations which might effect the respondevts

evidence.

In the final stage of research, represented as writing, rewriting and

evaluation, the whole spectrum of channels were again cited as being highly

utilized (Table 3). They again ranked primary sources as most important with

monographs and journals also being highly used (Table 4). The reason for such a

high estimatioh of primary sources may be the result of the great amount of

verification of citations that goes on in the final writing phase. Again the

respondents probably also wished to know if there were any new research or

interpretations being published that might be usefull in their projects. The

high usage_ of a variety of personal channels could mean that these respondents

were seeking evaluations from their peers before the final manuscript was presented

for publication (Table 4).

Overall literature channels wre used more extensively than personal

channels by historians during their research,projects. Primary materials wore

used in every phase of research being rank most important in the second, third

and fifth stages. This seems to verify the assumption that. historians are bound

to return to his original text, again and again. Monographs, footnotes and
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journals were highLy utilized with monographs ranked very important in the first,

second and fifth stages and journals in the fouri.111 phase. Perhaps because of

the nature of our target population, teaching in graduate history departments, they

were already familiar enough with their research areas that they depended little

on guides to original sources or published bibliographies. lt could also be that

these tools are inadequate in the respondent's area and are not highly utilized.

Personal channels were used most extensively in earlier stages when

respondents were seeking to define problems or identify locations or sources of

information. They were also used in the fourth stage whne researcheiS were Al.rying

to obtain help in analyzing data.

In drawing any conclusions of historians' stage behavior it is evidett

that & combination of channels were utilized in each phase. This is probably

due to the nature of historical research, which can be easily categorized on paper,

but proves rather serendipity in practice. An historian may be working on

various stages simultaneously (i.e.) he may be doing a continuous up-dating of

his information through reading current research while at the same time reading

through primary materials. Another possiblity is that &Vita collection for the

historian, which is predominately reading primary materials, may be done back at

the office thanks to the technology of photoduplication.

Speci-1 Methodologies

The methodologies being employed by historians were tLought to be a

factor in determining which channels they would utilize. Since the compilations

used in the pilot study were manually, no attempt was made to explore the

relationsh-:p between methodology employed and channel choice. Hopefully in the

final survey some means of mechanical manipulation will be available in order to

investigate this relationship.

26
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In the pilot study 68.2 percent of the respondents were making use of

sccial science conceptualizations in their work (Table 5). This may be a factor

in the extensive use of monographs in each stage of research and points out the

interdisciplinary approach to historical research. Suprisingly just over half of

the respondents were using quantitative research techniques in their projects.

This illustrates the usefulness of monographs and journals especially in areas

where most historians have little expertise or background. This finding is also

interesting in terms of the controversy which periodically surrounds the use of

such techniques in historical scholarship.

Over one-third of the respondents made use of the older technique of

prosopography while 27.3 percent employed computers in their research. The newer

methods of oral history and psycho-history were not as heavily used. Finally

only a fourth of all respondents reported that they were not using any of the

listed methods and were depending solely on the traditional narrative approach

to their research. Perhaps these results give us some indication how far the

historian has moved away from his traditional stereotyped image. The methods

listed and their wide usage may indicate that far from being "new" techniques

for historians they have already been incorporated in their research processes

and nay even be c,:Insidered commonplace in historical research.

Stimulus for Ideas

Any attempt to ascertain the chief sources of research ideas is, at best,

hUhly suspect. This is due to the obscure and ambiguous process of which so

little is known. In fact one of the interesting findings in this research was

that respondents chose to use only the categories provided for in the questionnaire.

These categories were assembled from the findings of the pre-test and previous

studies relating to this problem. It was felt that a whole ualverse of these

elusive stimuli might surface, yet not one respondent added d -atv,ory to our

list even though ample space was provided to do so.

27
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Respondents were asked to rate on a ten point scale the importance of

eifferent sources according to their value as a stimulus of new ideas in their

research. Previous research was cited and ranked highest as the chief source

of new ideas for historians (Table 6). Primary material and "thinking about

historical problems" were the next most cited and highly ranked sources of ideas

for the respondents. Personal channels, such as discussions with colleagues

and meetings, were accorded a low ranking. This finding is somewhat paradoxical

when one remembers that the respondents did make considerable use of personal

channels in the second and fourth stages of their research (Table 4). This may

indicate that hisorians as a group do not seek ideas from colleagues, but rather

they are more interested in acquiring information with factual content from such

expert.

Problems in Current Research

Respondents were asked to indicate which, if any, special problems they

h d encountered in their current research. The most frequently cited problem

was that of "time" (90.9 percent). Apparently most historians feel that with

adequate time at their disposal they could overcome any other problems. Volume

and location of materials were mentioned as the next most important problems

encountered in their current projects (rable 7). Apparently money was not thought

to be as pressing a problem as the above since only 28.5 percent listed fina5cial

backing as a major problem.

Channel Use in One's Own Research Area

At this point respondents were asked to indicate and rank the channel

or method employed in obtaining information in their own research area. The

percentage of respondents citing each channel varied widely from over 80 percent

using footnotes, journals and separately published bibliographies to only

13.6 percent using abstracting serVices (Table 8). Personal channels were also
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cited more widely than they were used in the research phase. Apparently the

invisible college as it has been explored in the physical and biological sciences

may have its counterpart in history. However, the existence of this informal

network among historians is impossible to validate without further research pointed

in this direction.

A very noticeabie feature of these findings is the comparatively little

use made of abstracting and indexing services (Table 8). This could be in part

due to the fact that history i. not.blessed with variety of services

available to other disciplines. Also those existing are general in their format

rather than specialized as are needed by the individual historian.- The Belmount

study also found that historians criticized existing services because they were

not current enough.

The rankings of channels follows closely the percentages established in

the citation count with footnotes, journals and separately publishen bibliographies

rated much higher than other sources in obtaining information in one's own field

(Table 8). The widespread use of footnotes rather than t:ie

channels that were accessible, easy toindicates that respondents tended to use

more formal channels

use and relatively efficient. Further footnotes allow these researchers to judge

the value of the article in which they are cited which is missing in indexing

and abstracting publications.

Channel Use in Related Research Areas

When secondary fields of interest were related to (,;annel use a rather

different picture emerges. Predictably boolc reviews and journal. indemes were

cited and ranked as the two most used methods in obtaining information in secondary

areas of research (Table 9). Apparently these two channels are used by historians

in much the same way as they are in other disciplines to keep abreast in related

areas. Personal channels were also used widely in the form of consulting

colleagues and attendance at meetings. Respondents were willing to listen to

2 9
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information tips from subject specialists although they probably did not like it

that way. Finally historians made use of review papers to keep abreast. This is

somewhat of a surprise since there are not many review papers published in history.

Conclusion

No definite conclusions can be drawn from this pilot study, yet there

are observable tendencies to be pointed out. Remembering our major concern was

with the stages in the research process as they are related to informaLiongathering

behavior in academic historians some conclusions are:

(1) Our data indicated that there were different
information needs associated with different
stages of historical work.

(2) Primary materials or the data of historical
research are the most important source of
information in almost every stage of historical
research

(3) Fersonal channels, while not used widely as
in the physical and social sciences, are an
important source of information at certain
stages to academic historians.

(4) Historians rarely relied on only one or two
channels for information. The tendency was
to use all available means to locate needed
information.

(5) Historians research procedures appear rather
serendipity in practice and there was a
tendency to be working at different stages
simultaneously.
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TABLE I

Survey Response

Mailed Not on Campus Accepted Returned D ercentage

Cornell University 30 4 26 10 38.5%

University of Rochester 22 3 19 12 63.1%

Total 52 7 45 22

TABLE 2

Frequency distribution of the research stages of respondents
(N-22)

Research Stage (N)

Aespondents

Percentage

Stage - ProL;lem selection - generation of ideas;
Preliminary work (ie) reading, discussion,
exploration of funding. Determine unanswered
questions a.,.d hypothesize. 3 13.6%

Stage 2 - Detailed planning of data collection - literature
searching; refinement of hypothesis; detailed
work on methodology. 3 13.6%

Stage 3 - Data collection 7 31.8;:,

Stage 4 - Analyze and interpret data 3 13.6%

Stage 5 - Present findings; writing-rewriting
evaluation 6 27.3%
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TABLE 3

Frequency dlstribution of cited channels by research stage

Channel

Stage 1

(N-3)

11 Rank

Stage 2

(N-3)

% Rank

Stage 3

(N-7)

% Rank

Stage 4

(N-3)

$ Rank

Stage

(N-6)

$ Rank

1 Totals

(N-22)

% Rank

Text or Monograph :30 1 100 1 66.6 3 100 1 100 1 86.4 2

Footnotes '00 66.6 2 83,3 2 100 1 100 1 86.4 2

Journals 100 1 100 1 66.6 3 100 1 100 86,4 2

Primary Materials 103 1 100 1 100 1 100 1 100 IGO 1

Published Bibliography 100 1 66.6 2 50 4 33,3 3 66.6 59.1 3

Guides to origina) sources 66 6 2 66.6 2 50 4 66,6 2 66,6 59.1 3

Comspondence 33,3 3 66,6 2 66,6 3 33,3 3 66.6 2 54,5 4

Interviewing 16 6 6 . 33 3 3 18.1 7

Meetings 33.3 3 33.3 3 33.3 5 33.3 3 27. 6

Personal Contacts ,',3 3 66,6 2 66,6 33.3 3 33.3 3 ',5 5

Other
,

- 33 3 3 16,6 6 - - 9.1 8
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TABLE 4

Frequency of Channels cited 1st or 2nd by research stage

Channel

Stage 1

(N-3)

Rank

Stage 2

(N-3)

% Rank

Stage 3

(N-7)

% Rank

Stage 4

(N-3)

% Rank

Stage 5

(N-6)

Vu Rank

Totals

(N-22)

% Rank

Text or Monograph 13 1 66.6 1 28,6 2 66 6 2 54 2 54,5 2

Footnotes - 14.3 3 16.6 4 8.9 5

Journals 3 3 3 33.3 2 28.6 2 100 1 33,3 3 40.9

111111111

11111
4,5 6

Primary Materials 66,6 2 66,6 1 100 NMI 83,3 1

.,

Published Bibliography

16,6

Guides to original sources 33.3

66,6

2

1

111

Correspondence 18,1 4

Interviewing 16,6 4 4,5 6

Meetings
1 i /

16,6 4.5 6

Personal Contacts 33.3 3 33.3 33.3 18.1 4

Other

....

3
33.3 2 11111 1111 4,5
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TABL34E 5

Frequency distribution of specral,Methodologies employed by respondErnts

Methodologies
Respondents

(N) Percentage

Prosopography 8 36.fi

Pse of Social Science Conceptualizations 15 68.2

Interviewing (Oral History) 1 4.5

Computers 6 27.3

Quantitative Research (Statistical Analysis) 12 54.5

Psycho-historical Methods 4 18.2

None 6 27.3

TABLE 6

Frequency and rank distribution of chief sources of new ideas

Chief Sour6rs--- Ranked First or Second
to Rank Rank

Previous research (your own) 14 63.6 1 16 72.7

Discussions with colleagues 3 13.6 5 3 13.6 8

Reading secondary literature 4 18.2 4 7 31.8

Omissions in the literature 1 q.5 6 6 27.6 5

Meeting (conferences) 3 13.6 5 5 22.7

Contemporary obs....!rvations oi: society 1 4.5 6 I 18.2 7

Primary sources 10 45.5 2 15 68.2 2

Thinkiny about historical problems 5 22.7 3 14 63.6 3
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TABLE 7

Frequency distribution of problems in current resear.ch

Problems (N) Percentage

Financial backing 7 31.8

Time 20 90.9

Location of primary materials 11 50.0

Volume oF materials available 12 54 . 5

Identification of original sources 3 13.6

Availability of origionl sourct! 2 9. 1

3 9



TABLE 8 .

Frequency and rank distribution of channel use employed in one's own research to,obtain information,

Channels

Cited

(N) Percentage

Ranked first

(N) (%) Rank

Ranked 1st or 2nd

(N) (%) Rank

Footnotes and other cited refvence 20 90.9 6 27.3 1 12 54,5 1

Book revitws 17 77.3 2 9.1 11 4 18.2 4

Separately published bibliogrzphies 18 81.8 11 18,2 2 6 27.3 3

Journa)s 20 90,9 3 13.6 3 8 36.3

Consulted colleague 16 72.7 1 4.5 5 3 13,6 5

Meetings 9 43,9 1 4,5 5 i 4.5 6

Corresocndence 12 54.5 - 1 G.; 6

Indexin(i publ.ications 7 31.8 1 4,5 5
1 4,5 6

Abstracting services 3 13,6 .

Students 7 31,8 - I 4,5

Other. (specify ) 5 22.7 11 18.2 2 4 18,2

*Visiting libraries and Arch,vL1 collections directly and checking their holdings were given 4 firsts under °other'.
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TABLE 9

Frequency and rank distribution of channels used in keeping up in related fields

Cited Ranked First

(N) Percentage (N) (%) Rank

Ranked First or Second

(N) Rank

Journal indexes or listhigs 20 90.9 6 27.3 1 8 36.3 2

Book reviews 20 90.9 6 27.3 1 13 59.1 1

Review papers II 50.0 - 4 18.2

Colleagues 12 54.5 4 18,2 2 6 27,3 3

Meetings 13 59.1 1 4.5

n

4 4

1

18.2

.,5 6Personal rference file 4 18,2

Current newspapers 3 13.6 2 9.1 3 2 9.1 5

Separately published bibliographies 15 68.2 . 2 9,1 3 4 18,2

Abstracting services 9,1
. '

-
.
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Respondent Characteristics

TABLE 10

Frequency distribution of research areas of respondents

Research area
(N) Percentage

Modern British History 2 9.1

Early British History
1 4.5

Modern European History 3 13.6

American Cultural and Intellectual History 3 13.6

American Colonial History 2 9.1

American Foreign Policy
1 4.5

Middle Eastern History

Byzantine History 1 4.5

Far Eastern History 3 13.6

Latin-American History 1 4.5

Russian History 1 4.5

Medieval History 3 13.6

TABLE 11

Frequency distribulion of Terminal degree and degree date of respondent

Terminal degree (N) Porcentage

.

Doctorate 21 95.4

Master's degree or less
1 4.5

Degree Date

1942-1958 3 13.6

1959-1964 7 .31.8

1965-196/ 4 18.2

1968-1975 i
i 31.8

4 4
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TABLE 12

Frequency distribution of academic rank of respondents

Academic rank (N) Percentage

Full professor 13 59.1

Associate professor 4 18.2

Assistant professor 5 22.7

Instructor -
I
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If'you are currently engaged in research, please fill in the whole form. If this does
lipt apply to you, please turn to question 8. If any of the questions do not Lllow.you
'to give full answers, please feel free to add comments.

Research Needs

1.) Please state briefly the title and the exact nature of the research in which you
are involved or, if you aro not involved at the moment, which ypu have completed
in the last. year.

2.) What are you actually working on at the present time?

3.) At this point in your research which of the following methods arc you using to
obtain information? (Check all the methods that apply in column 1.)

Rank Column 1

( ) a. texts or monographs ( )

( ) b. footnote!-; or other cited references ( )

( ) c. journals ( )

( ) d. primary materials [o-riginal source ] ( )

( ) e. published bibliographies
.( )

-() f. guides to original sources ( )

( ) g. errespondf,nre ( )

( ) h. interviewing u. ( )

( ) i. meetings [conferences] ( )

( ) j. personal contacts ( )

( ) k. other [specify] ( )

Consider all of the methods checked in question 3 and rank the four methods you nre
using most frequentay at this point in your research. Use the co] tmln mared ".Hank"
in question 3 to answer this question. Rank from 1 as high.

5.) Are you ueing any of the follo4-Ing mothodologies in your current research:

a. prosoppgrapy ( )

b. use of social_FIcier,ce conceptuaLzatioD::: . .. . ( )

C. interviewing ioral history] ( )

d. comput--s ( 1

e. Quantitative research [statistical analysis] ( )

f.

g.

psycho-historical methr)d
other [specify]

( )

h. none ( )

4 7
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Please rate the following according to their value as a stimulus or source of
new ideas for youP current research:

-

viEue viRn
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

previous research [your own]
discussions with colleagues
reading secondary liLeratu2e
omissions in the literature
meetings [conferences]

/contemporary observations of society
primary sources
thinking about historical problems
(*her [specify]

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
n
e.

2

2

2

2

2

2

0
e.

2

3

3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

h

4

4

4

);

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

7

1

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9
other [specify]

'7.) Have any of the following presented yuu with special difficulty during you::
current research? (Check all that apply.)

a. financial backingr ( )

b. time ( )

c. location of primary materials ( )

d. volume of materials availabie ( )

e. identification of original sources ( )

f. availability of original sources ( )

g. other [specify] . . ( )

Information Needs

We are also interested in finding out about the general methods you use to obtain
information in your field of expertise. The next two questions address this problem.

8.) What tools or methods do you use in locating or becoming aware of needed
information in your wIrk? (Check the methods that apply in column 1.)

Rank Column 1

( ) a. footnotes or other cited referencec ( )

( ) b. book reviews ( )

( ) c. separatedly published bibliographies ( )

( ) d. jo,v-pals ( )

( ) e. consulted colleague ( )

( ) f. meetings ( )

( ) g. correspondence ( )

( ) h. indexing Publications ( )

( ) i. abstracting services ( )

( ) J. students ( )

( ) k. checking libraries or archives directly ( )

( ) 1. other [specify] . ( )

Consider all of the nethods checked in que!,tion 3 and rank the four methods you
sed most frequent]y. Use the column marked "Rank" in question 8 to aner this
question. Rank from 1 as high.

4 8
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,erearea. number of methods which historians can use to keep up-to-date in related
bfieldsthe next two questions address this probleuL

00-Thinking now of the fields where you try to keep up with current developments in
detail, which of these channels is the most important in
to these dev.lopments? ,(Check the methods in column 10'

Rank

calling your attention

Colunn 1
( ) a. journal indexes or listings .( )

( ) b. book reViews ( )

( ) c. review papers ( )

( ) d. colleagues ( )

( ) e. meetings ( )

( ) f. personal reference file ( )

( ) g current newspapers ( )

( ) h. separately published bibliographies ( )

( ) i. abstracting services ( )

j. other [specify] ( )

11.) Consider all of the choices in question 10 and rank the four methods you consider
most importent in calling your attention to current developments. Use the column
marked. "Rank" in Question 10 to answel- this question. Rank from 1 as high.

12.) What additional comments can you make on the information-gathering habits of
historians?

Peroonal Information

13.) What is your highest academic degree?

lh.) When did you receive th'.s degree?

15.) What is your field of specialization?

Institue of Survey Research
State University of New York
'Upstate Medical Center Library
766 Irving Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210

4 9

PROJECT: INFORMATION GATHERING
HABITS OF HISTORIANS

Director: Peter A. Uva
Questionnaire #
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INSTITUTE OF'SURVEY RESEARCH

f:JAJE UNIVERSITY 0.:NEYV YORK

UPSTATE MEDICAL CENTER

766 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13210

AREA CODE 313
LIBP.ARIAN 473-4582
PUBLIC SERVICES 473-4580

TECHNICAL SERVICES 473-4583

November 19, 1976

INFORMATION GATHERING HABITS OF HISTORIANS IN THE UNITED STATES

Dear Professor

Me have not received your reply to the questionnaire for the study of the
information gathering habits of historians which was sent to you on
November 5th. We realize that you are probably very busy at this time in
the school year but hope you will complete and return your questionnaire
within the next few days.

This is the first time historians have been the subjects of information
research although professional organizations in other disciplines, such
as psychology and the biological sciences, are currently sponsoring major
Projects to study the informal and formal communication among their members.

With the limitc txap]e we are using your reply is doubly important. The
replies will not be identified with particular institutions or individuals.
The study will analyze aggegate characteristics only.

If you would like to receive a summary of the findings of the study, pleas(,
indicate this on your questionnnairc and we will-send it to you when it is

Thank you for your time. We hope to hear from you soon.

Yours truly,

Peter A. Uva


